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Abstract

Moving objects databasesmanaging spatial objects with
continuously changing position and extent over time have
recently found large interest in the database community.
Queries aboutmoving objectsbecome particularly interest-
ing when they ask fortemporal changes in the topological
relationshipsbetween evolving spatial objects. A concept of
spatio-temporal predicateshas been proposed to describe
these relationships. The goal of this paper is to design effi-
cient algorithms for them so that they can be used in spatio-
temporal joins and selections. This paper proposes not to
design an algorithm for each new predicate individually but
to employ ageneric algorithmic schemewhich is able to
cover present and future predicate definitions.

1. Introduction

Geometries evolving continuously over time, so-called
moving objects[3], have recently received a lot of interest.
Two important abstractions aremoving pointslike vehicles
or animals, for which the time-dependent position is rele-
vant, andmoving regionslike hurricanes or oil spills, for
which also the time-varying shape and the extent are impor-
tant. Temporal evolutions of spatial objects induce modifi-
cations of their mutual topological relationships over time,
calleddevelopments. Spatio-temporal predicates[1] have
been proposed to ask for these time-varying relationships.

The main goal of this paper is to design efficient algo-
rithms for these predicates. This task is of great interest,
e.g., to evaluate the refinement step of spatio-temporal joins
and selections in queries. Developments as sequences of
topological predicates, which are valid for a period or at
a time instant, describetopological patternsover time and
cannot be expressed as compositions of user-defined func-
tions. We propose ageneric algorithmic schemethat even
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enables the computation of spatio-temporal (ST) predicates
that will be defined in the future.

Section 2 reviews moving objects and spatio-temporal
predicates. Section 3 explains the algorithmic scheme for
evaluating developments. Section 4 addresses our imple-
mentation framework.

2. Moving Objects and ST Predicates

The structure of moving objects as the operands of ST
predicates can be described by so-calledunit representa-
tions[2]. The basic idea is to disassemble the temporal evo-
lution of a spatial object into a sequence of slices called
units such that within each unit this evolution can be de-
scribed by some kind of “simple” function. Each unit is
associated with a time interval representing its validity.For
amoving unit point, the simple function is a pair(x(t), y(t))
of linear functions describing the evolution ofx- and y-
coordinates in theunit interval. For eachmoving unit re-
gion, the simple function is a collection ofmoving unit seg-
mentsrepresenting the evolution of the boundaries of a 2D
region object in the unit interval. Each moving unit segment
is given by two moving unit points as endpoints.

A development given by a ST predicate is a sequence of
well known topological relationships that alternately hold
over time intervals or at time points. Consider the query
whether an airplanecrosseda certain storm (Figure 1). The
ST predicateCrosschecks the validity of several relation-
ships during a series of events (described bytopological
predicates) and periods (described by capitalizedbasic ST
predicates). We have to examine the existence of a con-
stellation when the airplane and the storm weredisjoint
for a while, when afterwards theymetat some time, when
then the plane wasinside the storm for a while, when af-
ter that the plane againmetthe border of the storm at some
time, and when finally the plane and the storm weredisjoint
again. We can observe that during certain time periods the
topological relationships between both objects remain con-
stant and that at certain instants these relationships change.
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the Cross
development between a moving point and a
moving region.

3. Evaluation of Developments

The central idea is to accommodate the unit represen-
tations of two moving objects and to derive their develop-
ment. Our algorithmic scheme includes the following steps:

1. Time-synchronized interval refinement. Since match-
ing, i.e., equal, unit intervals can usually not be found
in both operand objects, an interval refinement is com-
puted covering all start and end points of unit intervals
of both operands. An optimization is based on the fact
that a spatio-temporal predicate is only defined at time
instants and during periods in whichbothoperand ob-
jects are defined. Hence, those time intervals can be
skipped in which only one of the operands is defined.
Finally, both operand objects are synchronized in the
sense that for each unit in the first object there exists a
matching unit in the second object with the same, pos-
sibly reduced unit interval, and vice versa (Figure 2).

2. Function-valued interval refinement. Each pair of
matching units in both objects has possibly to be fur-
ther refined depending on the evolutions represented
by the two unit functions. This is the case if both
moving unit objects intersect or touch each other and
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Figure 2. Time-synchronized refinement of
the unit interval sequences of moving points.

thus change their topological relationship (see the in-
tersecting unit functions in the intervalsw1 andw3 of
Figure 2). Hence, this evaluation step depends on the
combination of operand types considered. We have to
discriminate the cases of an intersection between two
moving unit points, between two moving unit regions,
and between a moving unit point and a moving unit
region. The idea is not to explicitly compute the inter-
sections but to logically infer them. As a result, we ob-
tain the finest interval granularity needed for the deter-
mination of the topological relationship between two
matching units.

3. Development determination. For each pair of matching
units we determine the unique, basic spatio-temporal
or topological relationship calledunit development.
The central idea here is to represent a unit develop-
ment as astring pattern. We then sequentially collect
all unit developments (concatenate all string patterns)
and in total obtain the development of the two operand
objects of the spatio-temporal query predicate.

4. Pattern matching with query predicate. This step in-
cludes a (string) pattern matching process between the
development computed and the query predicate asking
for evaluation. It yields a boolean value.

4. Implementation Framework

The implementation of the algorithmic scheme is part
of our Spatio-Temporal ALgebra(STAL). STAL is a self-
contained software library in C++ and implements our
spatio-temporal data types, operations, and predicates. It is
used as a software extension package integrated into exten-
sible database systems. The communication with a DBMS
is provided by aDBMS-specific adapteroutside of STAL.

The construction of STAL is one of the research goals
of theSpace-Time-Uncertainty(STU) project whose overall
objective it is to incorporate and combine the three funda-
mental features ofspace, time, anduncertaintyinto the next
generation of Geographical Information Systems.
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